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There are 3 (Three) Questions. Answer all of them.
Marks in the Margin indicate full marks. Programmable calculators are not allowed

Assume reasonable values for any missing data(if any).

1 a) ’I-hc landing gear of an airplanc can be idealized as the spring-mass-damper systcm 1 13 1

$Flown in Figure 1. 1f the runwa) surface is described by yd) = yo cos of , COI,
determine the values of k and c that limit the amplitude of vibration of the airplane P04/PC)2

(x) to 0.1 m. Assume m = 2000 kg, yo = 0.2 m, and o = 157.08 rad/s.
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Figure 1. Modeling of landing gear



A turbine rotor is mounted on a stcppcd shaft ,that is nxcc:i at both c;nds as shown in

Figure 2. -1-he torsional stiffnesses oF the two segmcn is of thS shaft are §ivcn bY
kl\ = 3000 N_m/rad and h2 = 4000 N-m/rad. The turbine gcncratcs a harmonIC torque

given by Md) = Mo cos a t about the shaft axis with Mo = 200 N-m and a == 50?
rad/s. 'l'hc mass moment of inertia of thc rotor about the shaft axis is 'Jc> O'05 kg-m

Assuming the equivalent torsional damping constant of thc SYstem as cl 2 -5 N -
m-s/rad, determine the steady-state response of the rotor9 Od)
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Figure 2

2. a) For the system Shown in Figure:3, calculate xl(t) and 12(t) for the following initial 112-I
conditions : COI ’

P04/PC)2

xl(0) = 0.2, kl(0) = 12(0) = t2(0) = 0

Consider, ml = w22 1 kg, A1 = 2000 N/m, and h = 6000 N/m.
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Figure 3



b) A machine tool. having a mass of m = 101)0 kg and a mass moment of inertia of ./o (13)
300 kg-n12. is supportcd on elastic srLppt)rts. as shown in Figure 4. 1f the stiffncsscs COI ,

of the supports arc given bv kI == 300( 1 N mm and k2 2000 N /mm, and thc supports P 04/P02
are located at /1 = 0.5 m and /2 = 0.8 m. nnd thc mode shapes of the machine tool

I
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Figure 4

3. a) Consider the following single-dcgrcc-of-frccdom system with a viscous damper in 1171

Figure 5. Forming the equation of motion for the systcm, derive the solutions for COI
tJnderdamped, Critically I)amped and Over(lumped Vibration. P04/P02

Figure. 5

b) A cylinder of mass m and mass momcnt of inertia Jo is free to roll without slipping 181

but is restrained by two springs of stiffncsscs kl and b, as shown in Figure 6. Use COI,
the energy method to find the natural frequency of vibration of the system. PC)4/P02

Figure 6


